NATURE & MUSUEM TOUR WITH RIVER CRUISE
Tour code: SG-3 | Departure Date: 20 Jul 2017 | Tour Start: 1400hours | Tour Duration: 4 – 5 hours

Pockets of amazing natural wonders can be found throughout Singapore, providing a welcome respite from the
bustle of the city. Singapore's arts scene is a colorful brew of local works made more diverse with internationally
renowned players performing throughout the year.
National Museum of Singapore
Singapore’s oldest museum is a progressive showcase of the country’s history and culture. With its history dating back to
1887, the National Museum is the nation’s oldest and one of the city’s architectural icons. Its permanent offerings, the
Singapore History and Living Galleries, piece together the past and present in a compelling narrative.

Fort Canning Park
Whether you’re a history buff, music fan or nature lover, this historic landmark on a hill is full of surprise. The park was
originally known as Bukit Larangan, or ‘Forbidden Hill’ in Malay. Today, the 18 hectare space is chock full of attractions – from
ancient artefacts for history buffs to outdoor lawns for concert and of course, greenery for nature lovers.

Merlion Park – meet the myth
Half-fish and half-lion, the iconic Merlion resides at the waterfront Merlion Park. The body symbolizes Singapore’s humble
beginnings as a fishing village when it was called Temasek, meaning ‘sea town’ in Old Javanese. Its head represents
Singapore’s original name, Singapura or ‘lion city’ in Malay.

Fullerton Hotel
The magnificent Fullerton Building is a grand Neo-classical landmark built in 1928. Gazetted in Dec 2015 as a National
Monument, it was once home to Singapore’s General Post Office, the Exchange Room and Exchange Reference Library and
the prestigious Singapore Club. For nearly a century, it has played a pivotal role in Singapore’s rich history. Today, it has been
transformed into a stunning 400-room heritage hotel.
Tour Package includes: Air-conditioned tourist coach (pick up from NIE – own arrangement after Singapore River Cruise)
 Tourist guide service (commentary in English)
 Entrance fees to National Museum of Singapore
 Visit to Merlion Park and Fort Canning Park
 Singapore River Cruise – 30 mins
 Travel insurance
Tour Package excludes: Personal travel insurance, Visa Fees, additional food & beverages, tipping and all other personal expenditures
 Transfer back to hotel / NIE after Singapore River Cruise
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